
 

 

St Andrew’s C of E Primary School  

Curriculum Map for MFL 
 

 

 

Speaking Reading Writing 
A I can introduce myself 

B I can name and describe an object 

C I can join in with songs and rhymes 

D I can have a conversation saying 2-3 things 

E I can give a response using a short phrase 

F I am starting to speak in short sentences 

G I can say if I have an animal or not 

A I can read and understand 1-2 sentences using familiar      

               language 

B I can use a visual dictionary or glossary to look up new      

               words 

A I can write 1-2 sentences on a familiar topic 

 

 

KS2 – Year 3 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils 

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources 

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and 

continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 

Unit 1 
Greet and say goodbye to someone  

Context/ Language  
Greetings: bonjour, salut, au revoir 

Madame, monsieur, madamoiselle  
Grammar / skills  

Social conventions  
Gender forms 

ICT 

Research landmarks in France. 

Use puppet pals or toontastic to use speech. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Use of puppets 

Drama , speaking / listening 

 

Ask someone’s name and reply  

Unit 2 
Identify classroom objects  

Context/ Language  
Une trousse, un stylo, une regle, un crayon, un cahier, un 

sac, une gomme  
Grammar / skills  

Gender, ask and answer questions 

Reading 

Matching words to pictures, labelling 

ICT 

Toontastic, select class setting and add class objects. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Real world, real life objects 

 

Colours & Describe an Object’s Colour 

Context/ Language  

Unit 3: Mon Corps 
Identify body parts  

Context/ Language  
Les yeux, les cheveux, la bouch, les oreilles, la jambe, le 

nez, le bras. 

Extend to other body parts  
Grammar / skills  

Gender 

Definite article 

Reading 

Reading words, labelling, matching 

ICT 

French games.net. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Science: body 

 



Context/ Language  
Greetings : Comment t’appelles - tu? 

Je m’appelle 

Grammar / skills  
Question and answers. 

Conversational skills 

Reading 

Simple conversation 

 

Ask how someone is and reply 

Context/ Language  
Ca va?  Oui ca va bien. Comme ci comme ca, Non, ca ne va 

pas.  
Grammar / skills  

Question and answers 

Conversational skills 

Negative forms 

Reading 

Building upon a simple greetings conversation. 

Variety of formats, speech bubbles, finding the spaces to 

separate the words, cross-words, etc 

ICT 

Use Morpho to represent how feeling and respond 

 

Basic Nouns 

Context/ Language  
Instruments 

Girl , boy, dragon  
Grammar / skills  

Gender 

Nouns 

Reading 

Use of bi-lingual dictionaries to find other instruments 

Cross Curricular Links 

Instruments - links to music 

 

Numbers 1-10 

Context/ Language  
Extras  
Grammar / skills  

Pronunciation 

Rouge, rose, bleu, jaune, marron, orange Extend to other 

colours  
Grammar / skills  

Basic word order  

Reading 

Following instructions to colour certain objects  

ICT 

Use ipastels, etc to create a colourful picture  

Cross Curricular Links 

Art: colour wheel, mixing colours. Maths: colour by 

numbers 

 

Say your Age 

Context/ Language  
J’ai   ,,,,,, ans 

Il a ,,,,, ans 

Elle a ,,,,, ans  
Grammar / skills  

Using context to determine meaning 

Gender forms 

Reading 

Reading ages   

Cross Curricular Links 

Maths: ages, counting  

 

Classroom Instructions 

Context/ Language  
Ecoutez, regardez, lisez, asseyez-vous, levez-vous, 

ecrivez, chantez, 

Extend to find more instructions  
Grammar / skills  

Sp and listening 

Imperative verbs 

Correct pronunciation 

Reading 

Recognise how sounds are represented in written form   

Cross Curricular Links 

Games 

Madame Myatt dit,,,, 

 

Hair and Eye Colour 

Context/ Language  
J’ai les cheveux bleu 

J’ai les yeux marron 

Grammar / skills  

Adjectives : colours 

Other hair styles 

Long, short, curly, etc 

Simple word order, simple descriptions 

Reading 

Reading words, matching 

Reading descriptions 

ICT 

French games .net 

Morph of self and describe hair and eyes 

Cross Curricular Links 

Jigsaw 

How we are all different 

 

Days of the Week 

Context/ Language  
Lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimanche 

Grammar / skills  

Writing, reading, saying short phrases 

Reading 

Read short phrases: today it is…My favourite day is  

ICT 

Hangman for days of week 

French games.net  

Cross Curricular Links 

Maths: Ordinal numbers 

 

Character Descriptions 

Context/ Language  
Je suis,,, grand(e), petit(e), timide, bavard(e) drole, sympa. 

Extend list of adjectives 

Grammar / skills  

Gender forms 

Reading 

Reading phrases  



Extend beyond 10 

Reading 

Matching words to numbers 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to maths 

Pictograms, adding, subtracting, odds, evens, bar modals, 

part part whole. 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Extras 
Grammar / skills  

Assessment of conversational skills 

Assess against ARE Yr 3  

Reading 

Opportunities to read bi-lingual French English fiction / 

non fiction and large Rigolo books. Deric posters about 

French landmarks. 

ICT 

Use Ipads linked to St Andrew’s curriculum topics 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Extras  
Grammar / skills  

Assessment ARE  

Extending sentences, adding descriptions, building fluency 

Reading 

Read bi- lingual books 

Use bi-lingual dictionaries weekly  

ICT 

Games on French games. net 

ICT 

Morpho 

Cross Curricular Links 

Jigsaw 

How we are all different 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Assess conversational skills  

ICT 

Links to Amazing bodies 

Use Iads to play games learning about other animals and 

human body parts 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to  

Earth and rocks 

Looking at French mountains and coastlines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Speaking Reading Writing 
A I can introduce people and give an opinion about them 

B I can name and describe a place 

C I can name and describe an object 

D I can have a conversation saying 3-4 things 

E I can extend my sentences using ‘et’ 

F I can say what I like/dislike about a familiar topic 

 

A I can use a simple bi-lingual dictionary or glossary to  

               look up new words 

B I can read and understand 2-3 sentences with familiar  

               language 

C I can explain the main points of a short passage 2-3  

               sentences 

 

A I can write 2-3 short sentences on a familiar topic 

B             I can write 2-3 phrases from memory 

 

KS2 – Year 4 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils 

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources 

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and 

continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 

Unit 4:Les Animaux 
Animals and pets  
Context/ Language  
J’ai + animal, Je n’ai pas d’animal, un chien, un chat, un 

tortue, un lapin, un oiseau, une souris 

Extend knowledge of animals  

Grammar / skills  

Genders 

Recognise the negative form  

Reading  

Labelling 

Matching animal sounds to animal names 

 

Numbers 11-20 

Context/ Language J’ai + animal 

Onze, douze, trieze, quatorze, quinze seize, dix sept, dix 

huit, dix neuf, vingt 

Reading  

Recognising the written form with the pronunciation 

Cross Curricular Links 

Maths: pictograms, bar charts 

4 functions 

Part part whole 

Bar modals 

Unit 5  
Identify Family Members 

Context/ Language  
Ma mere, mon pere, mon frere, ma soeur, mes parents  
Grammar / skills  

Genders 

Reading 

Use bi-lingual dictionaries to extend family tree 

Introduce family members 3rd person 

Cross Curricular Links 

History: family trees 

 

Alphabet 

Context/ Language  
Letters and accents 

Grammar / skills 

Pronunciation 

Spelling. 

Reading  

Reading words 

Sing the alphabet song  

Play hangman  

ICT 

App: explain everything 

Unit 6: Bon Anniversaire 
Recognise and ask for snacks 
Context/ Language  
Qu’est-ce que veux? 

Je voudrais 

Une pomme, une babane, un jus d’orange, un sandwich, une 

pizza, un gateau.  
Grammar / skills  

Genders 

Reading 

Reading phrases 

Use Bi-ling dictionaries  

ICT 

Book creator. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Info about foods, sort into food groups, food pyramid. 

Foods linked to science / healthy eating 

 

Give basic opinions about food 
Context/ Language  
C’est delicieux, etc  
Grammar / skills  

Giving opinions. 

Understand question and reply  

Reading 



 

Give Someone’s Name 

Context/ Language  
Il s’appelle, Elle s’appelle  

Grammar / skills  

Third person 

Gender forms 

Reading  

Reading phrases 

 

Describe Someone 

Context/ Language  
Il / elle a 

Yr 3 + new ones 

Grammar / skills  

Third person 

Adjectives 

Gender forms 

Reading 

Use of Bi-lingual dictionaries to discover more adjectives 

ICT 

French games. net to play description games. 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language 

Extras 

Grammar / skills 

Building fluency speaking, reading and extending sentences 

Reading 

Read bi-lingual reading books / dictionaries 

Draw a picture and use alphabet to identify word 

/meaning. 

 

List Household Items 

Context/ Language  
A range of basic household items 

Grammar / skills 

Extend list using bi-lingual dictionaries 

Extend sentences by including amount and  

Reading 

Reading items 

 

Prepositions 

Context/ Language  
Dans = sur 

Sur = on  

Grammar / skills 

Prepositions 

Extend sentences by describing objects and placing them 

in a position. 

Reading 

Use bi-lingual dictionaries to extend use of prepositions. 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language 

Extras 

Grammar / skills 

Assess ARE Reading, writing, speaking. 

Reading 

Card games, board games. 

ICT 

Ipads  

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to topic ‘Potions’ Look at French scientists and their 

discoveries 

Reading descriptions and opinions  

ICT 

Explain everything 

Picture of food and opinion  

Cross Curricular Links 

Science: Healthy eating 

 

Use Numbers 21-31 
Context/ Language  
Count up to 31 

Grammar / skills  

Use x / + -; Create own calculations; Bar modal 

Part-part whole; Money; tables  

Reading 

Reading values 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to days in a month 

 

Recognise and use the months 
Context/ Language  
Janvier, etc 

Grammar / skills  

Order of the months; Spelling; Pronunciation 

Reading 

Reading the months 

 

Use Dates 

Context/ Language  
Know the date of own birthday 

Grammar / skills  

Ask question and respond 

Reading 

Reading dates 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Assess conversational skills 

Reading 

Use of Bi-lingual books 

Reading books 



ICT 

Ipads  

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Yr 4 Traders and raiders. 

Research French explorers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Speaking Reading Writing 
A I can hold a simple conversation with at least 4  

               exchanges 

B I can mostly use the correct pronunciation. 

 

 

A I can understand a short story or factual text  

B I can use a bi-lingual dictionary 

 

A I can write a paragraph of 3-4 sentences 

 

 

KS2 – Year 5 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils 

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources 

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and 

continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 

Unit 7: Encore 
Revise ways of describing people  

Context/ Language  
Il a 

Elle a 

Facial descriptions.  
Grammar / skills  

Gender 

Third person 

Use the verb ‘avoir’ 

Reading 

Reading phrases 

Use Bi-ling dictionaries  

ICT 

Ipads 

Games for describing people 

 

Further Descriptions 

Context/ Language  
Il a 

Elle a 

Facial descriptions 

Describe someone’s temperament 

Il est sympa 

Grammar / skills  

Gender 

Unit 8: Quelle heure est-il? 
Talk About Activities 

Context/ Language  
Je regarde, je joue, etc  

Grammar / skills  

Present tense verbs 

Short phrases  

Reading 

Reading short phrases  

 

Talk About Activities 

Context/ Language  
Je regarde, je joue, etc  

Grammar / skills  

Present tense verbs 

Short phrases  

Reading 

Us bi-lingual dictionaries to extend vocabulary and 

sentences 

ICT 

Ipads 

Games for describing people 

 

Tell the Time 

Context/ Language  

Unit 9: Les Fetes 
Talk about festivals and dates  

Context/ Language  
Festivals: le Nouvel An (New Year) 

La fetes des Rois (The Feast of the Kings Epiphany) 

La Saint Valentin (Valentines Day) 

Paques (Easter) 

La Fete Nationale 

 ( Bastille Day) 

Noel (Christmas) 

Grammar / skills  

Giving dates 

Days and months 

Ist and 3rd person 

Talking about festivals in other countries the children are 

from or have extended family. 

Reading 

Reading festivals and identifying them 

ICT 

Use ‘Explain Everything’ to explain festivals 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to European languages day. 

Links to festivals from other countries - EAL children. 

 

Presents 

Context/ Language  



Third person 

Use the verb ‘avoir’ Refer to prior learning- family, 

numbers  

Reading 

Use of Bi-lingual dictionaries to use further descriptions. 

ICT 

Ipads 

Games for describing people 

Morpho 

 

Describe Someone’s Nationality 

Context/ Language  
Francaise, Britannique, Canadien 

Grammar / skills  

Use etre phrases 

Third person 

Genders 

Extend sentences to say favourite country. 

Reading 

Use of Bi-lingual dictionaries to use further nationalities 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to geography and maps. 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Assess conversational skills 

ICT 

Use book creator or Morpho 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to celebrities to describe them 

Numbers 1-12 

Tell the time 

Grammar / skills  

Question and answer 

Reading 

Reading the times 

ICT 

Ipads 

Games for describing people 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to time lines linked to History Topic Revolutions 

 

What time we do activities  

Context/ Language  
Je joue au tennis a trois heure 

Grammar / skills  

Question and answer. 

Creating own timetable 

Present tense verbs. 

Short phrases orally 

Reading 

Extend sentences 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to maths 

Creating a table and writing own timetable. 

 

Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language  
Assess conversational skills  

ICT 

Ipads 

Games for the different areas of learning 

Un velo, un jeu, un livre, un ballon, un Pere noel en 

chocolate, un oeuf de paques 

Grammar / skills  

Qu’est-ce que tu veux (comme cadeau0? 

What present would you like? 

Je voudrais + noun 

I’d like + noun 

Reading 

Linking words to pictures, 

Generating a wish list, extended sentences. 

Use of bi-lingual dictionaries. 

ICT 

Explain everything or book creator to explain different 

gifts. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to European languages day. 

Links to festivals from other countries - EAL children. 

 

Numbers 31-60 

Context/ Language  
Previous numbers and numbers to 60 and beyond 

Grammar / skills  

Correct pronunciation 

Creating own calculations 

Reading 

Matching words to digits 

Creating number stories / word problems 

ICT 

Design a bar chart to represent given data 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to maths. 

Could create fluency, reasoning and problem solving 

questions. 

 

Give and Understand Instructions 

Context/ Language  
Touchez les nez / les pieds, competez, sautez, levez les 

bras,Tournez 

Grammar / skills  

Correct pronunciation. 



Listening and responding 

Reading 

Match words to actions 

Use bi-lingual dictionaries for more body parts and 

instructions. 

ICT 

Use ‘Morpho’ to give instructions 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Science and body parts 

 

Additional Coverage 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Out of This World. 

Know the names of the planets. 

Links to Circle of Life. Different habitats / settings, eg: 

school, home, park,etc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Speaking Reading Writing 
A I can hold a simple conversation with at least 4  

               exchanges 

B I can mostly use the correct pronunciation. 

 

 

 

A I can understand a short story or factual text and note  

               the main points 

B I can answer comprehension questions on a given text  

               using bi-lingual books 

C I can use the context to work out unfamiliar words 

D I can use a bi-lingual dictionary 

A I can write a paragraph of 4-5 sentences.  

B             I can substitute words and phrases. 

 

KS2 – Year 6 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils 

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources 

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and 

continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 

Unit 10:Ou va tu? 
Talk about French cities  

Context/ Language  
Ou vas-tu? (Where are you going?) 

Je vais a  (I’m going to) 

Paris, Bourdeaux, Nice, etc  

Grammar / skills  

Correct pronunciation. 

Building sentences  

Reading 

Reading places and understanding short phrases  

ICT 

Use ipads to research an area of France. 

Create a mini brochure(Power point) 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to real life 

Ask and say where you are going in your area. Use 

Wolverhampton landmarks. 

 

Give and understand basic directions  

Context/ Language  
Tournez a droite, gauche, arretez, allez tout droit 

Grammar / skills  

Understand and give imperitive instructions / directions 

Unit 11: On Mange 
Shopping for Food 

Context/ Language  
A range of food items 

Grammar / skills  

Ask the question 

Answer the question 

Reading 

Reading short phrases 

Duel lang books to extend food vocabulary. 

Say what your favourite food is. 

ICT 

Frenchgames.net  

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to healthy eating - Science  
 
Ask how much something costs  

Context/ Language  
Using money – euros 

Grammar / skills  

Ask how much and reply 

Ask what they want and reply 

Reading 

Reading questions and understanding reply 

Unit 12 
Francophone Countries 

Context/ Language  
France, Switzerland, Canada, etc 

Grammar / skills  

Give the names of various French speaking countries 

Reading 

Reading and understanding 

Use bi-ling dictionaries to locate other countries on a 

world map. 

ICT 

Use of interactive whiteboard world map 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Hola Mexico Topic. 

Locate Mexico on the map and write the country in French. 

Discuss traiders, invaders and explores and how countries 

were discovered and colonised and that is why the native 

country speak a different language. 

Hist / Geog 

 

Languages we Speak 

Context/ Language  
Je parle ... 

Grammar / skills  



Reading 

Understanding and following directions. 

Writing own directions for others to follow  

ICT 

Write French instructions for another to program a Roma. 

French games. net  

 

Talk about the Weather 

Context/ Language  
Quel temps fait-il? 

What is the weather like? 

Il fait beau, il neige, etc 

Grammar / skills  

Form a range of weather types. 

Give opinion about weather. 

Reading 

Reading and understanding statements. 

Use bi-lingual dictionaries to use other weather types. 

ICT 

Research the variation of weather in France from hot and 

sunny in the south to the snow and ice in the mountains. 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Topic ‘Living things and Habitats 

 

Weather and Places in France 

Context/ Language  
A Paris, il fait beau, etc 

Grammar / skills  

Using sentences to describe the weather in a certain 

place, include an opinion. 

Extending sentences 

Reading 

Reading short phrases and extending. 

Reading weather types from duel land dictionaries. 

ICT 

Import pictures of weather to explain what they are in 

French and English. Link to the seasons and prior learning ‘ 

seasonal festivals in yr 5.  

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to suitable clothing for different conditions. 

 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to money in maths 

Creaye own market stall with costs, 

Role play a shop keeper and customer scenario. 

Develop conversational skills with a greeting and goodbye. 

 

Activities at a Party 

Context/ Language  
A range of party activities. 

Singing, dancing, drinking, etc 

Grammar / skills  

Asking the question and answering. 

What are we doing at the party? 

1st person activities 

Reading 

Understanding question and answering 

ICT 

Frenchgames.net Use google translate to explain activities 

ch do outside of school.  

Cross Curricular Links 

What activities do children do outside of school?  Links to 

real experiences. 

 

Opinions about foods and various activities 

Context/ Language  
A range of opinions used to describe foods and activities 

Grammar / skills  

Use adjectives to give opinions. 

1st person 

Reading 

Reading short and longer phrases. 

Writing extended phrases to say I would like…food and 

why. 

Use bi-ling dictionaries to extend vocabulary 

ICT 

Create a short power point or use book creator to show 

foods name and their opinion.  

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to healthy eating and exercise. 

 

sing positive and negative forms for the languages we do 

or do not speak 

Reading 

Reading short phrases 

ICT 

Locate countries of origin on a world map on WB 

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to European languages day / school of sanctuary / 

diverse school. Share the languages we speak and say hello 

in a range of lang. Peer on peer. 

 

Clothing 

Context/ Language  
A range of clothing items 

Grammar / skills  

Identify the names of a range of clothing 

Reading 

Use bi-ling dictionaries to identify clothing for particular 

activities, weather, times of day, etc 

ICT 

Frenchgames.net  

Cross Curricular Links 

Link to cultural pieces of clothing, 

Links to sport 

 

Describing items of Clothing 

Context/ Language  
Use colour and size to describe clothing 

Grammar / skills  

Adjectives and nouns 

Reading 

Bi-lingual dictionaries to extend use of adjectives and 

nouns. Offer an opinion, eg my favourite item is... 

ICT 

Frenchgames.net  

Cross Curricular Links 

Link to cultural pieces of clothing, 

Links to sport 

 

Additional Coverage 



Additional Coverage 

Context/ Language 

Link weather to months and seasons 

Cross Curricular Links 

Separarte research 

Links to WWII and France’s involvement. 

Context/ Language  
Assessment ARE 6 and conversational skills   

Cross Curricular Links 

Links to Off With Their Head.  

Look at the French aristocrats.. 

 


